With Jordan Fry

The myths we treasure, the fairy tales that launched a thousand
dreams, the legends we hold dear were born in trouble and strife.
Evil rulers, mysterious women, human folly and an all-consuming
fear of death begat the lore we revere today. Brutal, violent,
sexual and always compelling, these origin stories are brought to
vivid life in this bold and dynamic new series.

Their horrific beginnings, which often involve rape, incest,
torture, cannibalism and other hideous occurrences, are brimming
with a sophisticated and brutal morality. These cautionary tales,
where good conquers evil, the wicked get punished and the
righteous live happily ever after offered hope to a primitive world
blinded by the incomprehensible.

It’s an adventure in storytelling. An innovative hybrid of docuseries, travelogue and detective story that takes viewers to the far
reaches of the globe and the limits of their imagination.

From The Lone Ranger in America, to Yuki Onna in Japan and
Frankenstein in Germany, Illuminated puts you in the time and
place of the myth, legend or lore, traces its surprising real life
origins and explores how it reverberates in our world today.

Cinderella, Brer Rabbit, The Little Mermaid. When their
sanitized veneer is removed, disturbing truths about human
nature are revealed.

Likewise, Snow White, Rapunzel and Bluebeard. Each is based on
tragic, real life historical figures and events.
All these and more,

Each hour-long episode features an in-depth look at one myth,
legend or lore and refracts it through a variety of lenses.
Host Jordan Fry will be on location where the tale was born and
introduce each episode with an informative montage of text, film
clips, artwork and original material that illuminates the breadth
of these fascinating stories.
Then the detective work begins as Jordan seeks out experts who
provide him with clues that lead to discoveries. These experts are
an eclectic bunch, including academics, authors, filmmakers,
actors and artists, all with an intimate connection to the tale.

He’ll look into similar tales from other cultures to find surprising
commonality of themes and explore modern archetypes that have
been inspired by the tale.
The focus shifts to how the tale plays out today. How has the
meaning changed over time? Has it been sanitized or are
storytellers finding new relevance?
Each episode ends with a custom created version of the tale, as
informed by Jordan’s journey. Illuminated will draw from a
talented pool of graphic novelists, filmmakers, theater troupes, etc
to create unique and distinctive works of art.
All of this is propelled by a dynamic style, with active
storytelling, premium production values and a distinctive POV.

Jordan Fry is a modern day Jack Kerouac, hitting the road with a
restless curiosity. Best known for his portrayal of Mike Teavee in
Tim Burton’s ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’, Jordan is now
studying classical theater and indulging in his intellectual
curiosity. Join him on this illuminating journey to the lands of
history and fantasy, a noble quest to discover the truth behind our
species relentless search for meaning.

“For a mighty long time Brer Fox had tried to catch Brer Rabbit and
Brer Rabbit had outwitted him”
Brer Rabbit is a forgotten icon of American folklore that’s been
misinterpreted today as racist nostalgia for the old south.
This episode of Illuminated brings to life just how wrong that
interpretation is and how central the real story is to world culture
and literature.
The fictitious rabbit was a trickster who succeeded by wits rather
than brawn, provoking authority figures and bending social
mores as he saw fit.
The story of the tale’s origin and evolution is fascinating,
following many twists and turns.
Compiled from slave tales overheard by Theodore Roosevelt’s
uncle Robert, and later revised by the southern writer Joel
Chandler Harris, the legend of Brer Rabbit influenced everyone
from Mark Twain to Walt Disney and James Joyce.
We begin in Georgia, home of the plantations where the tales
were told in the 1860’s.

To tell the amazing story of Brer Rabbit, this episode includes
these compelling elements:
- A journey up the Chattahoochee River, where an enterprising
planter chose to situate a cotton mill resulting in the building of
two significant plantations, Bulloch Hall and Turnwood.
- Recreation of Robert Roosevelt hearing stories told by slaves at
Bulloch Hall and publishing them in Harpers magazine.
- Stylized biography of Joel Chandler Harris, the illegitimate son
of an Irish immigrant who apprenticed at the newspaper
published by the owner of Turnwood. He revised Roosevelt’s
stories by adding the narrator Uncle Remus and they became a
worldwide sensation.
- Travel to Sapelo Island, GA to encounter Gullah culture. Slaves
from West Africa were brought here to harvest rice and later
transported to both Bulloch Hall and Turnwood. Their legacy of
oral storytelling begat Brer Rabbit and Gullah heritage survives
to this day.
- A history of rabbits as mythological creatures in many cultures
with a special focus on their appearance in Native American
folklore.
- An exploration of Brer Rabbit’s effect on modern culture,
including Disney’s ‘Song of the South’, Bugs Bunny, the flight of
Apollo 16 and the film ‘8 Mile’.
- A new interpretation of the trickster rabbit, commissioned by
the show, set in urban Atlanta and played as a horror story.

Accompanying Jordan on his Brer Rabbit journey:

Charlamagne Tha God, urban raconteur.

Pete Marovich, photojournalist
documenting Gullah culture.

Phoebe Hunt, Americana musician.

Khalik Allah, director ‘Field Niggas’.

Fannie Flagg, author ‘Fried Green Tomatoes’.

The Lone Ranger
The masked lawman bent on frontier justice is traced to an
escaped slave, Bass Reeves.
Yuki Onna
The legendary snow woman demon from Japan is found to have
ancient roots in tales of avalanche victims.
Rapunzel
An overly protective father in the 3rd century inspired this
popular children’s fairy tale.
Frankenstein
The gothic humanoid was inspired by an alchemist’s experiments
in the 1600’s.
Brer Rabbit
The wiley rabbit is rooted in Africa and the Civil War.
Snow White
The virginal Disney princess is actually based on the tragic life of
a Bavarian noblewoman with evil relatives.

